Software re-use is an increasingly common practice in development of scientific computing software. Recently, there has been an emphasis on the definition of software components: software objects that use a clearly defined interface to encapsulate a specific functionality. In particular, at least two such component definitions have been developed for low-level mesh functionality and at least one of these already has several working implementations. These components open the door for the development of mesh manipulation services -such as swapping, smoothing, edge collapse, face splitting, etc -that are independent of the internals of the underlying mesh database; in turn, higher-level operations can be built on top of these.
Introduction
Modern numerical solvers for physical problems described by partial differential equations require the use of sophisticated techniques in a variety of areas, from discretization schemes to numerical linear algebra to managing mesh and geometry data. Because most applications programmers prefer to focus on the physics of their problem rather than on numerical issues, they wisely choose to use existing software tools to the mesh interface used in this work has been developed by the Terascale Simulation Tools and Technologies (TSTT) consortium [18] ; brief descriptions of the TSTT data model and the relevant parts of the TSTT mesh interface are given in Section 3. Section 4 provides some insights into the process of converting a database-specific tool to use the TSTT API, as well as giving performance results for use with one TSTT implementation. A detailed specification of the swapping component is given in Appendix II.
Swapping Algorithms
The goal of swapping algorithms is to improve geometric mesh quality by improving mesh topology. In broad terms, each d − 1 dimensional mesh entity is examined in turn to determine whether it is advantageous to modify mesh topology locally. This decision typically compares the current configuration with one or more possible alternative configurations to determine which maximizes some measure of geometric mesh quality.
The most common techniques for simplicial mesh topology change are edge swapping in two dimensions and its three-dimensional analog, face swapping.
In two dimensions, edge swapping chooses the best diagonal for the quadrilateral formed by two neighboring triangles; the quadrilateral must of course be convex for edge swapping to be performed. The diagonal can in principle be chosen on the basis of any triangle-based quality measure. Among the most common quality measures is the Delaunay criterion, which requires that the circle defined by the vertices of a triangle have no vertices in its interior † ; minimizing the maximum angle is also a common choice.
[ Figure 1 about here.]
In three dimensions, reconfiguration is more complex. The canonical cases are exchanging two tetrahedra that share a face with three tetrahedra sharing a common edge, as shown in the top left part of Figure 1 ; or its inverse swap, from three to two tetrahedra. In addition, two tetrahedra may be exchanged for two (T22 case in the figure); in this case, the two shaded faces must be co-planar, and swapping decisions reduce to choosing the best diagonal for the coplanar quadrilateral. If two pairs of tetrahedra in the interior of the mesh share a pair of coplanar faces, this swap is also permitted when two T22 configurations are back-to-back in the mesh. In addition to these swappable configurations, there are a number of unswappable cases, some of which are illustrated in the bottom of For some unswappable configurations, the two tetrahedra sharing a face take the general form of two of the three tetrahedra in the T32 case, but the third tetrahedron is missing from the mesh, replaced instead by two or more tetrahedra. Figure 2 shows such a case with five tetrahedra incident on the central edge, T B, which is perpendicular to the page with T toward the reader. In such cases, the N tetrahedra incident on edge T B can be replaced by 2N − 4 tetrahedra, each incident on exactly one of T and B, a process called edge swapping. In this example, the five original tetrahedra (01BT , 12BT , 23BT , 34BT , and 40BT are replaced by six new tetrahedra, two for each of the triangles of the (non-planar) triangulation of polygon 01234: 012T , 024T , 234T , 021B, 042B, and 324B.
The challenge with edge swapping is that the number of possible configurations grows rapidly with the number of tetrahedra incident on the edge to be removed, as seen in Table I . Clearly, checking the quality of each tetrahedron in each possible configuration is a costly undertaking; instead, an efficient implementation will compute the quality for each unique tetrahedron only once, then determine the quality of a given configuration by finding the minimum quality among its tetrahedra. In practice, the number of successful 7-for-10 swaps is very small, so exploring possible swaps for more complex initial configurations is not worthwhile.
[ Table 1 Bookkeeping is simplified by taking advantage of the symmetries of the post-edge-swapping configurations; this allows an implementation to store only a small set of canonical configurations, as shown in Figure 3 , including post-swap connectivity information. For full details of this approach to edge swapping, see Freitag and Ollivier-Gooch [11] .
In three dimensions, the Delaunay criterion is again often used for face swapping. Other choices have been shown to be better for improving extremal angles, including minimizing the maximum dihedral angle and especially maximizing the minimum sine of dihedral angles, and are therefore preferable in practice for computation [11] . For edge swapping, tetrahedron-based quality measures are required, eliminating the Delaunay criterion from consideration. Several excellent discussions of geometric mesh quality measures are available in the literature [4, 13] .
Regardless of the quality measure used, a global mesh swapping scheme must iterate over edges (2D) or faces (3D), performing reconfiguration as required. Changing mesh topology can change whether nearby faces test as needing to be swapped. In this case, immediately checking nearby edges/faces for swapping, as shown in in Figure 4 , can significantly reduce the need for making multiple passes over all edges/faces in the mesh [6] , and is recommended practice.
[ Figure 4 about here.]
Overview of the TSTT Mesh Interface
The TSTT mesh interface [8, 9, 15] is built on a data model that defines three basic data types required for general meshing operations: entities, entity sets, and tags. For data structure neutrality, objects of all these types are identified by unique, opaque handles. These handles must be invariant, in the sense that a given entity must always have the same handle; note that after an entity is deleted, a new entity may re-use its handle.
All mesh primitives -vertices (0D), edges (1D), faces (2D), and regions (3D) -are referred to as entities. Entities are defined with topologies to match all the usual non-degenerate finite elements, including canonical orderings for the lower-dimensional entities bounding them. Entity adjacency relationships describe topological relationships between entities. In particular, a first-order adjacency request for an entity of dimension d returns all entities of dimension p that lie on the closure of the requesting entity (d > p; example: all triangles bounding a tetrahedron) or all entities of dimension q for which the requesting entity is part of the closure (d < q; example: all tetrahedra with a common vertex). Note that this definition implies that there are no adjacent entities of dimension d; such a request would require finding, for instance, faces incident on the vertices adjacent to a face.
Entities can be collected arbitrarily into entity sets. The overall mesh database is referred to as the root set; all entities and all other entity sets are necessarily members of this set. To be computationally useful, the root set or one or more of the entity sets it contains must be a valid computational mesh covering the physical domain. This coverage can be in the form of a simple, conformal mesh of the domain or a more complex patched or chimera mesh system. Entity sets can be nested, allowing (for example) an application to represent all entities on a geometric face as a set, with entities on geometric edges of that face as subsets. Also, hierarchical relationships between entity sets are supported, enabling parent-child relationships between levels in a multigrid scheme or successive meshes in a refinement sequence. Finally, set Boolean operations -intersection, union, and subtraction -are defined on entity sets.
Tags can be used to associate arbitrary application-defined data (either scalar or vector) with any entity or entity set. A single tag can have different data associated with different entities; for instance, a boundary condition tag might have a value indicating a no-slip wall for some faces on the boundary, a value indicating a far-field condition for other faces on the boundary, and no value at all for interior faces. Specific functions exist for three common types of tag data: integers, doubles, and entity handles; in addition, arbitrary data can be stored as an array of bytes.
The TSTT mesh interface encapsulates a variety of commonly needed and supported functionality for mesh and entity query and mesh modification, as well as entity sets and tags. A detailed description is given elsewhere [7, 9, 15] , but in summary form the defined functionality includes:
1. A basic mesh interface containing global queries. These include functions requesting properties of the mesh database as a whole and query functions for an entire entity set. Examples of the latter include requests for all entities of a given type and topology and requests for all vertex coordinates. The interfaces defined below are explicitly extensions of the basic mesh interface. 2. An entity-based traversal and query interface, including both traversal of all entities of a given type and topology and analogs of the global query functions for single entities. 3. A block traversal and query interface. This is analogous to the entity-based interface, but with data accessed in blocks of user-specified size instead of entity by entity. 4. A mesh modification interface, providing functionality to create, destroy, and move vertices and to create and destroy higher-dimensional entities. 5. A block mesh modification interface, analogous to the single-entity modification interface.
The TSTT interface is designed to be not only data-structure neutral, but also programming language neutral. That is, a mesh server can be written in one language and client code in another. The TSTT interface is specified using an interface description language (SIDL), and translated into language-specific interfaces through a tool called Babel [14, 10] . Babel also generates glue code that mediates all inter-language issues, including function name mangling and passage of string and array arguments. As an example of how this works in practice, consider the case of a request for mesh adjacency information. An application code using the TSTT interface makes an adjacency request by calling a stub function (auto-generated by Babel) in the language of the application. This function re-packages function arguments and calls an internal object representation function (auto-generated by Babel, in C), which again repackages arguments and calls a skeleton function (auto-generated by Babel) in the language of the server. Finally, this function calls the server implementation of the original SIDL function. This approach eliminates all language-specific issues, including name mangling schemes and the treatment of strings and arrays, including dynamic array handling. In exchange, four versions of each SIDL function exist (three of which are autogenerated), and a call from client code must pass through all these layers. Not surprisingly, this complexity in call sequences can have a significant impact on application efficiency.
A TSTT-Based Implementation of Mesh Swapping

Implementation
Interactions between a swapping algorithm and a mesh database can be categorized roughly into iteration over d − 1-dimensional mesh entities; mesh topology and geometry queries to support decisions about whether swapping will improve mesh quality; and local mesh modifications.
[ Table 2 about here.] For swapping, we choose to use TSTT's single entity iterator capability, which is supported by a suite of four functions which create an iterator; increment an iterator and retrieve data; reset the iterator; and destroy the iterator. These functions are summarized in Table II . In two dimensions, the swapping routine iterates over edges, and in three dimensions, over triangular faces. This application is actually a severe test for a TSTT iterator implementation, because the edge or face that was to be retrieved next by the iterator may be removed from the mesh by swapping; this is especially true with recursive swapping, but in three dimensions such deletions can occur even without recursion and independent of mesh database implementation. The TSTT specification requires that getNextEntIter return false and output an invalid handle if there are no entities remaining at or after the input value of the iterator.
[ Table 3 about here.]
Making a correct swapping decision requires identifying all d-dimensional candidate entities that would be involved in the possible swap and assessing mesh quality both before and after the proposed reconfiguration. In two dimensions, the candidate triangles are the two that share the edge to be swapped. In three dimensions, the situation is more complicated. The candidate face must be categorized based on the topology and geometry of its neighborhood, as discussed in Section 2. For swappable configurations (i.e., those shown in the upper part of Figure 1 ), quality assessment can proceed at once. For configurations that are candidates for edge swapping, further local mesh interrogation is required to identify all tetrahedra incident on the candidate edge. Collectively, this information gathering stage requires extensive use of entity adjacency and vertex coordinate queries, as well as entity type and topology queries to confirm, for example, that all candidate regions are tetrahedra. Some of these adjacency calls are most efficiently implemented using the block adjacency call; unfortunately, from an efficiency point of view, the block sizes are never more than four, so the efficiency gains are small. The requisite mesh query functions are summarized in Table III . Not all possible adjacency requests are exercised by the swapping driver. Two-way adjacency information between d − 1-dimensional and d-dimensional entities must be supported by the implementation, as well as adjacency between these entities and vertices; no upward adjacency information from vertices is required. The offset array return by getEntArrAdj gives information about where the list of adjacent entities for an input entity begins. The storage order argument to getVtxArrCoord can be used to specify whether coordinate data is returned in blocked (xxx . . . yyy . . . zzz . . .) or interleaved (xyzxyzxyz . . .) order; if this argument is unspecified on input, the implementation returns the data in its default storage order, with the value of this default returned in SO; the swapping code requests interleaved coordinate data.
Having identified the local submesh affected by a possible swap, the next step is to assess quality of the initial and final configurations to determine whether the swap is beneficial. This quality assessment is done using two functions defined as part of the swapping component. One of these functions tells the swapping driver whether to choose the configuration that maximizes the quality measure or the one that minimizes it, while the other assesses quality given the vertex locations for a candidate triangle (2D) or tetrahedron (3D). See Appendix II for syntactic details.
Once the decision to swap has been made, mesh topology must be modified locally. Using the TSTT interface, this is done by deleting old entities and creating new ones; changing adjacency for existing entities is not allowed. Note that deletion of old entities must proceed from high-dimensional entities to low-dimensional entities (i.e., tetrahedra must be deleted before their faces), while creation proceeds from low dimensions to high dimensions. Entity creation calls require the topology of the entity to be created and an array of equal-dimension entities from which to create it; that is, a tetrahedron can be constructed from vertices, from edges, or from faces, but not from a face and a vertex. Entity creation returns a handle for the new entity and a status variable indicating whether creation succeeded. These functions are summarized in Table IV. [ Table 4 about here.]
In addition to the TSTT calls discussed above, the swapping code assumes the presence of functions to get and set entity classification, defined as the relationship between a mesh entity and an entity in the geometric model of the domain. Classification information is essential both for identifying internal boundaries in the mesh and for correct boundary swapping. In the former case, tetrahedra (triangles, in 2D) from different subdomains would classify onto different geometric regions (faces); swapping such mixed neighborhoods would jumble the internal boundary. On domain boundaries in 3D, triangles can be classified onto different geometric surface faces; again, swapping should be prevented when surface triangles classify on different geometric faces to avoid producing invalid meshes. In the TSTT framework, classification is properly described as a relationship between mesh and geometry data, placing it outside the mesh interface proper. Instead, these relationships are managed by using the TSTT relations interface (TSTTR). Table V summarizes the three TSTTR functions used internally by the swapping service to update the mesh-togeometry classification information; ‡ removal of classification information for entities that are being deleted is necessary in case the implementation re-uses handles of deleted entities. Note also that an application wishing to use the swapping service must initialize classification data prior to swapping.
[ Table 5 about here.]
Verification
Once the TSTT-based swapping code was implemented, it was tested to confirm that it was correct, in the sense that it produced the same meshes as a database-specific implementation of the same swapping routines. In this case, the GRUMMP [17, 16] libraries were used as the reference implementation for swapping and as the implementation of the TSTT mesh interface.
[ Figure 5 
about here.]
To test the performance of the TSTT swapping code, several poor quality meshes were swapped using the TSTT swapping code; the GRUMMP swapping code was used as a direct, fair performance comparison. In two dimensions, poor-quality test meshes were created by taking good meshes and deliberately applying swapping to reduce the mesh quality. Figure 5 shows close-ups of typical mesh connectivity for these sample meshes before and after using the swapping code to improve quality. Also shown in the figure are angle statistics for two meshes, showing poor initial quality and excellent final quality after swapping the meshes to meet the Delaunay criterion. In each case, the database-specific and TSTT-based implementations gave identical output meshes, aside from meaningless differences in the ordering of edges and cells.
[ Figure 6 about here.]
In three dimensions, the test meshes used were two random meshes in a cube that were previously used for testing mesh quality improvement by Freitag and Ollivier-Gooch [11] . Swapping was first performed using the Delaunay criterion, then using the maxmin sine criterion, as this combination was found to be the most effective in improving mesh quality. In three dimensions, due to differences in the order of operations performed during recursive swapping, mesh results were not precisely identical. However, in all cases studied, the output meshes were statistically identical in quality, as shown in Figure 6 , and the number of swaps required varied by less than 2.5%. Because of variations in the exact number of swaps performed, performance data will be reported in terms of relative swapping rate.
Performance
The next major question for the swapping module is how its performance compares with the databasespecific version. The initial TSTT-based implementation was a translation of the database-specific version: essentially, database-specific function calls were replaced one-for-one with TSTT calls, and temporarily variables were created as necessary to hold argument values. Performance testing and profiling indicated that this naive approach performed poorly, primarily for three reasons. First, many more calls through the TSTT interface were made than was strictly necessary, especially in retrieving vertex coordinates and adjacency information; these calls were combined by using block calls instead. Second, many of the TSTT calls in innermost loops require small temporary arrays which are comparatively expensive to create and destroy; these arrays were replaced by static work arrays, eliminating the creation and destruction overhead. Finally, significant time was spent in using function calls to set and retrieve data in SIDL arrays, both in the swapping service and in the underlying implementation; these calls were replaced by direct access to array data by exposing the underlying pointer to this data. Taken together, these three classes of efficiency improvements gave about a factor of three reduction in overhead for the TSTT-based implementation. These results suggest several best-practice principles to apply in programming using the TSTT interface, and give an estimate of the cost of violating those principles. Table VI shows results for several test cases. The differences in CPU time between the TSTT and native implementations are largely due to calling overhead: the glue code produced by Babel to ensure that interlanguage calls work properly requires several levels of function calls, which is a significant overhead for function calls with a very short body. Much of the remaining overhead is related to packing and unpacking adjacency and coordinate information into contiguous arrays. Data in the column labeled "-Babel" used the TSTT interface, but in a non-standard way that bypasses the Babel glue code. While the details of this approach to reducing overhead are not applicable when the mesh database is implemented in a different language than the swapping tool, these results do suggest that there is room for significantly reducing the overhead associated with the TSTT interface, perhaps by replacing calls to TSTT functions with macros that automatically produce language-specific calls to server functions. This is currently an area of active work for the TSTT interface development group.
[ Table 6 about here.]
Overhead Analysis
The overhead that remains after bypassing the Babel glue code represents work done by the TSTT implementation in servicing requests from the swapping driver that is not required by the native implementation of the same swapping algorithms using direct access to the GRUMMP data structures. Other TSTT implementations would doubtless have different amounts and distributions of overhead, depending on details in implementation both of the underlying mesh database and of the TSTT access functions. Nevertheless, some operations are likely to be common sources of overhead, so examination of the breakdown of overhead for the current implementation may be instructive.
Overhead was identified and quantified through careful examination of data gathered by callgrind (the valgrind profiling tool [1] ) for all TSTT calls used by the 3D swapping code. Table VII shows the breakdown of the overhead that remains after bypassing the Babel glue code.
Nearly 57% of this overhead comes from the three functions that retrieve mesh adjacency and coordinate data (getEntAdj, getEntArrAdj, and getVtxArrCoords), including subsidiary calls to getEntType. Whereas the native implementation accesses this same data directly through inline functions, the TSTT functions transcribe the data retrieved using these same inline functions into arrays that are returned to the caller. Also, the native implementation is always aware of what entity type it is retrieving adjacencies for, while the TSTT calls must first identify the type of entity to be able to correctly retrieve adjacency information; these calls are necessary in the TSTT implementation, but are pure overhead compared with the native implementation.
The second-largest category of overhead is entity creation and deletion, at about 18%. Much of this overhead, both for creation and deletion, is required to check for possible duplicate entities in the mesh, a check which is not performed in the native implementation, because the GRUMMP data model does not allow duplicate entities with the same lower-dimensional entities and its mesh modification functions never create them. Most of the rest of the creation/deletion overhead is for dynamic casts from generic pointers to GRUMMP native type pointers.
Classification of mesh entities onto the geometry -reading, writing, and erasing -takes 14% of time in the TSTT implementation. The GRUMMP native implementation handles this information by tagging entities directly and inline, at essentially zero cost. The final category of overhead is SIDL array overhead. SIDL arrays are reference counted, so whenever one is passed by value, its reference count must be incremented, then decremented again on exit.
[ Table 7 about here.]
Conclusions
This paper has described a mesh swapping tool built on a standard mesh component (the TSTT mesh interface). The portable swapping tool has been shown to give statistically identical results to a databasespecific implementation of the same algorithms. Performance results indicate that there is significant overhead (50-100%) incurred by using the TSTT mesh component architecture. However, it appears that much of this overhead can be eliminated by bypassing the extra layers of glue code produced by Babel to address client/server language differences; doing this in a portable way is an active area of research. Also, it should be noted that the nature of data access patterns for swapping make this a worst-case scenario for overhead in using a mesh component. The same approach used in developing this database-independent mesh swapping tool can also be applied to produce similar tools for other primitive mesh operations, such as incremental vertex insertion and edge collapse, which in turn could provide a basis for building databaseindependent high-level mesh modification algorithms, including mesh generation and adaptation.
implementation, including the swap criterion to be used; whether recursive swapping is allowed; the mesh database to operate on; and in three dimensions whether edge swapping and boundary reconfiguration are permitted. The function swap decides whether to swap away a given mesh entity; swapAll iterates over the entire mesh until no more swaps that improve mesh quality are possible.
Also, the package provides a uniform framework for implementing new, user-defined quality measures. Using the QualMeasure interface, any quality measure computable based on vertex coordinates for a triangle (2D) or tetrahedron (3D) can be implemented. Also, the swapping driver can be told whether this measure should be maximized or minimized. 
